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Abstract-In this paper, a generalized procedure for 

designing a Permanent Magnet Brushless DC motor 

(PMBLDCM) based on design equations is presented. 

The formulated algorithm can provide a design solution 

either dependent variables or independent variables are 

available. 

A step by step procedure of the design validation and analysis using the MagNet 

7.1.1 software is illustrated. The main attention is 

dedicated to exploit the MagNet 7.1.1 software as a 

teaching material to enable the fundamental design of 

PMBLDCM with interactive screen shots. The design 

equations and results such as Projected 3D views, 

Flux patterns and Cogging torque are presented for 

27 slots, 8 pole and O.7SkW PMBLDCM.

Nomenclature 

Ae - Cross-sectional area of a conductor in mm 

Aeu - Area of copper conductor in a slot in m2 

Bg - Air gap flux density in the middle120° of a 

pole in Wb/m2 

Brnax - Maximum flux density in Wb/m2 

� - Diameter of a conductor in mm 

Deu - Density of copper in Kg/m3 

ds-Slot depth in mm 

Dsteel - Density of steel in Kg/m3 

Eb - Back emf of the motor in Volts 

Ee -Emf induced per conductor in Volts 

E;-Emf induced in a tum in Volts 
g - Air gap in mm 

Ie - Current through a conductor in Amps 

I phase - Phase current in Amps 

Is- Current from DC source in Amps 
J - Maximum current density in Amps/m2 
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K jiU- Slot fill factor 

L - Active length of the motor in mm 

It - Length of a tum in m 

NPh - Number of phases 

ns - Total number of turns in a slot 

N,- Number of slots 
p -Number of pole pairs 
P - Number of poles 

�()SS cu - Copper loss in Watts 

�oss core - Core loss in Watts 

0rs-Flux in one slot pitch in Wb 

0t - Flux in tooth in Wb 

Peu - Resistivity of a copper in Ohms-cm 

R ph - Resistance of a phase in Ohms 

Rro - Rotor outer radius in mm 

�i - Stator inner radius in mm 

Rso - Stator outer radius in mm 

� - Resistance of a tum in Ohms 
spp -Slots/pole/phase 

t'e - Coil pitch 

t's - Slot pitch 
V -Linear velocity of the rotor in m/sec 

Vcu- Volume of copper in m3 

v"otor- Volume of rotor in m3 

v'tator -Volume of stator in m3 

Wbi - Back iron length in mm 

�u - Weight of copper in Kg 

OJm- Angular velocity of the rotor in mlsec 

Nomenclature


